I first met Jane Grant-Kels in December 1987 in San Antonio, TX for an informal interview during the annual meeting of the American Academy of Dermatology (AAD). I had responded to an advertisement Jane had placed in *Archives of Dermatology* for the job of my dreams: a position for an academic dermatologist at the University of Connecticut School of Medicine in Farmington, CT---a town Jane described as an idyllic locale half way between Boston and New York City. As you read articles penned by Jane and her son for this special issue of *IJWD*, you will not be surprised that Jane's husband (and later my ophthalmologist), Barry Kels, accompanied her to that first interview and that Jane discussed with me how difficult it was to attend the Academy meeting because it was always held at the same time as her then 6 year old daughter's birthday.

As vivid as my recollection of my first meeting with Jane, is my memory of receiving a letter in September 2014 from Barry Kels announcing his retirement from the practice of ophthalmology. As I read his letter I realized that soon Jane would announce that she was stepping down as Chair of our Department of Dermatology. Ever the perfectionist, Jane transitioned her many roles to extremely capable dermatologists whom she had mentored: Dr. Bruce Strober as Department Chair, Dr. Philip Kerr as Director of the Dermatopathology Laboratory, and Dr. Diane Whitaker-Worth as Residency Program Director. While Jane now enjoys more free time to spend with her family, she also has pursued new endeavors: developing expertise in confocal microscopy, becoming a leader of the AAD, and establishing the *IJWD* with Dedee Murrell and Neil Sadick.

Jane's passion for the success of the *IJWD* prompted me to ask Dedee Murrell and members of my Department to write articles for a special issue as a tribute to Jane. These articles highlight Jane's many attributes: prolific author; consummate physician; nurturing mentor; supportive colleague; dog lover; devoted daughter, wife, mother, grandmother, and friend.Image 1

Photo Caption: Members of the UConn Department of Dermatology gathered in The Barry D. Kels, J.D., M.D. and Jane M. Grant-Kels, M.D. Dermatology Reception Area and Waiting Area
